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EXDIS

MILITARY ADDRESSEES TREAT AS SPECAT EXCLUSIVE

E.O. 12065: RDS-1 12/20/89 (LEGERE, LAURENCE J.) OR-M
TAGS: NATO, MPOL, MNUC, NPG
SUBJECT: (U) TNF: IDD FORMALLY PUBLISHED AS NATO
DECISION DOCUMENT

REFS: (A) USNATO 8690, DTG 131411Z DEC 79 (NOTAL)
(B) USNATO 8708, DTG 131704Z DEC 79 (NOTAL)
(C) USNATO 8780, DTG 151257Z DEC 79 (NOTAL)

1. (S-ENTIRE TEXT)

2. SUMMARY: TRANSMITTED BELOW IS THE TEXT OF THE
INTEGRATED DECISION DOCUMENT (IDD), FORMALLY TRANS-
SECRET

MEDITATED BY SYG LUNS IN A PRIVATE OFFICE MEMORANDUM AS A
NATO DECISION DOCUMENT. THIS VERSION REFLECTS DECISIONS
TAKEN ON 12 DECEMBER AT THE SPECIAL JOINT MEETING OF
FOREIGN AND DEFENSE MINISTERS (REFS A AND B). CHANGES
FROM THE LAST US-TRANSMITTED VERSION ARE:

- EDITORIAL CHANGES TO PARAGRAPH 1, INTRODUCTION,
TO REFLECT THAT THE IDD IS NOW A FINAL DECISION
DOCUMENT; AND TO DELETE REFERENCE TO THE COMMUNIQUE,
LEGERE
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<< END OF DOCUMENT >>